Autumn Term 1&2
Article 28
Every child has the right to an education.

Circulatory system

If you linked up all of the
body’s blood vessels, including
arteries, capillaries, and veins,
they would measure over
60,000 miles.

A system which includes the heart, veins, arteries and
blood transporting substances around the body.

Mammals have hearts with four
chambers. Notice how the blood that
has come from the body is
deoxygenated, and the blood that has
come from the lungs is oxygenated
again. The blood isn’t actually red
and blue: we just show it like that on
a diagram.

Heart
An organ which constantly pumps blood around the
circulatory system.

Blood vessels
The tube-like structures that carry blood through the
tissues and organs. Veins, arteries and capillaries are
the three types of blood vessels.

Plasma is liquid. The other parts of your blood are solid.
Oxygenated blood
Platelets help you stop bleeding when you get hurt.
Oxygenated blood has more oxygen. It is pumped
Red blood cells carry oxygen through your body.
from the heart to the rest of the body.
Regular exercise:
White blood cells fight infection when you’re sick.
• strengthens muscles
Deoxygenated blood
including the heart muscle;
Blood transports:
Deoxygenated blood is blood where most of the
• improves circulation;
• gases (mostly oxygen oxygen has already been transferred to the rest of the
• increases the amount of oxygen around the body;
body.
and carbon dioxide);
• releases brain chemicals which help you feel calm and relaxed;
• nutrients (including
Nutrients
• helps you sleep more easily;
water);
Substances that animals need to stay alive and
• strengthens bones.
• waste products.
healthy.
It can even help to stop us from getting ill.
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Going further with
your learning…
Are there any other systems in our
body?
If so, what are the purpose of these?

Arteries
Arteries carry oxygenated blood away from the heart.

Veins
Veins carry deoxygenated blood toward
the heart.

Danegeld
“Paying the Dane”. King Etherlred paid the
Vikings 4500kg of silver to go home but they
kept returning and were paid 22,000kg of
silver in Danegeld altogther.

Exile
To be sent away.

Long ship
A long, wooden, narrow boat used by the
Vikings.

Outlawed
Having all property taken away and no longer
being able to live in the community.

Pagans
A religion where many gods and goddesses are
worshipped.

Pillaged
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Going further with
your learning…
Using natural resources
(like the Vikings)
Can you create your own
Viking home?

To violently steal something.

Wergild
A payment system used to settle
disputes between a criminal and
the victim or their family.

